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Abstract 
Since tracking modal parameters and estimating the structural current state from building 
seismic response measurement can provide useful information for building safety assessment 
and for the adaptive control of the structure, therefore, on-line or recursive identification 
techniques need to be developed and implemented on building seismic response monitoring. 
In this paper different methods on tracking modal parameters from building seismic response 
data are examined. The methods include Adjustable moving window subspace identification, 
Recursive 4SID-based identification algorithm with fixed input/output data size, Offline & 
recursive data-drive subspace identification with update LQ-decomposition and Recursive 
least square using MISO-ARX model. Based on a series of a building seismic response (a 4-
story RC school building), including several large seismic events, discussions on the 
identified time-varying modal parameters among different methods are presented. Besides, 
the variation of the identified building modal frequency from a series of event-by-event large 
seismic response is also discussed.    

 
1 INTRODUCTION 

Building structures may subject to strength and stiffness degradation during strong 
earthquake excitation and exhibit characteristics that vary with time. The problem of time-
varying structural identification involves the determination of a mathematical model 
representing the underline time-varying (TV) dynamics based on excitation and/or response 
signals. To identify the dynamic characteristics of structure during strong earthquake 
excitation, considering the time-dependent nonlinear dynamics, both input and output TV 
system identification methods need to be in the focus. Various system identification methods 
have been proposed in the literature. In parametric identification method, Safak [1,2] used 
ARMAX model with RPEM (Recursive Prediction Error Model) to identify the real structure 
of linear time-varying system. To the identification of system with time-varying parameters, 
methods on the tracking of time-varying parameters are achieved by using the forgetting 
factor in the standard formulation: such as RLS with constant trace method, RLS with 
variable forgetting method. Andersson [3] and Xia et al. [4] used AFMM (Adaptive 
Forgetting through multiple models) method to trace the time-varying system parameters. 
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Loh and Lin [5, 6] compared the off-line and on-line identification techniques to determine 
the time-varying system parameters. Generally, to identify the time-varying system 
parameters of structures the application of adaptive forgetting factors was proposed in 
Kalman filtering technique. Fagin [7] determined the forgetting factor of Kalman filter by 
exponential fading. Zhou and Frank [8] used tracking filter to estimate the parameters of 
nonlinear time-varying system. The choice of the forgetting factor is a compromise between 
the ability to track changes in the system parameters and the need to suppress stochastic 
behavior of the estimates due to noise corruption of the data. This choice has a significant 
effect on the estimated parameters.  

During the last two decades, subspace-based system identification (4SID) methods have 
attracted a great deal of interest in control community and been particularly developed 
because they can identify system matrices of the state space model directly from the input 
and output data. Recently recursive subspace identification algorithms are applied for on-line 
tracking of the modal parameters of structures [9, 10]. In this paper four different system 
identificrtion methods are proposed (recursive data-driven subspace identification, recursive 
4SID-based identification algorithm, Recursive ARX-model and adaptive moving window 
SI-DTA algorithm). Based on a series of seismic response data collected from a school 
building, the proposed methods are used to examine the dynamic characteristcs of the 
structure. Discussions among the proposed four methods to the identification of structural 
dynamic characteristics are presented.   

2 STRONG MOTION INSTRUMENTATION OF A SCHOOL BUILDING 

     Under the TSMIP program the seismic response monitoring of building structures is 
designed with 200~250 samples/sec and with 16/24-bits resolution. Wired system with AC‐

63 accelerometer (GeoSIG) was used. The specifi cation of the tri‐axial accelerometer AC‐63 
is 10 Volt/g and the resolution for AC-63 accelerometer is 10-5g. For each structure (either 
building or bridge) a maximum of 32 channels data logger was design. In this study, a series 
of seismic response recorded from a four-story RC school building (Hwa-Lian Ming-Li 
elementary school) during the year of 1994 and 2010, as shown in Fig. 1a, were selected to 
investigate the time-varying dynamic characteristics of the building subjected to a series of 
strong motion excitation. Fig. 1b shows the listed peak ground acceleration for each event. 

In order to select the suitable seismic event data for examining the time-varying dynamic 
characteristics of the building, the horizontal to vertical spectral ratio (SaH(T)/SaV(T)) from the 
recorded data of each seismic event is examined. SaH(T) and SaV(T) are defined as the 
horizontal and vertical spectral acceleration from each recorded location, respectively. The 
horizontal spectral acceleration SaH(T) is defined as the geometry mean of two horizontal 
spectral acceleration, i.e. )()()( TSaTSaTSa HYHXH  . From the observation of the proposed 

spectral ratio between two events, as shown in Fig. 2, the migration of peak spectral ratio 
between two events can be used as an indicator for examining the change of structural system. 
For example, between event-4 and event-5 or between event-14 and event-16 the migration 
of spectral ratio is significant which indicates that the structure may have some changes in its 
dynamic properties for both event-5 and event-16. On the contrary, between event-24 and 
event-25 the migration of spectral ratio is almost no change which indicated no change on the 
structural system. This index can be used for structural health monitoring.   

3 METHODOLOGIES ON RECURSIVE SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION 

A brief description of the proposed four different recursive/moving window system  
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                                               (a)                                                                                (b) 

    
Fig. 1: (a) Distribution of seismometers in the building; (b) Recorded PGA for each seismic event. 

 
(a) Event-4/Event-5                                                        (b) Event-14/Event-16 

   
(c) Event-31/Event-32                                                      (d) Event-24/Event-25 

     
Fig. 2:  Comparison of Spectra Ratio (SaH(T)/SaV(T)) between week motion and strong motion response data. 
 

identification methods is presented (i.e. Recursive 4SID-based identification with fixed 
input/output data size, Recursive Data-drive subspace identification with update LQ-
decomposition, System identification using recursive least-square MISO-ARX model, and 
Adjustable moving window with offline subspace identification). In this section six seismic 
events data collected from the Ming-Li elementary school building are selected to investigate 
the change of dynamic characteristics of the building  (Event-5, Event-7, Event-8, Event-9, 
Event-16 and Event-32, and all these six events were subjected with ground excitation 
PGA>200 gal) using these proposed methods.   

Recursive Data-drive subspace identification (Recursive SI-DATA) with update LQ-
decomposition         The recursive subspace identification algorithm always consist of two 
steps: (1) update the LQ decomposition; (2) update the column space of extended 
observability matrix. The first step can be done by means of Givens rotations. The second 
step is usually done by solving a minimization problem in order to avoid the use of singular 
value decomposition. The update procedure is to conduct the LQ decomposition with not 
only one column append to the block Hankel matrix but. extension to more than one column 
in the block Hankel matrix [11]. The number of row in data Hankel matrix is assigned as 
i=30 and the sampling rate of the data is 50 Hz. the window length is assumed as 12.0 sec. It 
is important to pointed out that during the pre-event data, the RSI is unable to extract the 
modal parameter because of the signal to noise ratio of measurement. Therefore, the offline 
subspace identification is used. Because of the low signal to noise ratio during the pre-event 
data, as shown in Fig. 3 on the ratio of input/output Arias Intensity, the recursive SI-DATA is 
unable to estimate the modal parameter.  therefore, it is important to pointed out that the first  
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Fig. 3: Arias Intensity function for input and output data (Event-5). 

    
Fig.4: Identified time-varying modal frequency using data-drive recursive SI (Event-5 response data) 
 

25 sec. pre-event data is using off-line Subspace Identification with longer data length. Fig. 4 
shows the identified time-varying modal frequency of the building for Event-5. 

Recursive 4SID-based identification with fixed input/output data size      4SID-based 
algorithm is derived by keeping the size of input and output data to be constant. A recursive 
identification algorithm is derived by performing the LQ-factorization recursively [10]. The 
recursive subspace identification algorithm has been proposed by updating L-factors of LQ-
factorization, keeping the size of  input and output data matrix constant as one of user-
defined parameters. The original data was down-sampled to 50 Hz and consider the window 
length of 12. sec with shift length of 0.5 sec. The number of row with i=15, CSVD=0.005 for 
eigenvalues and COMAC=0.95 are selected to identify the time-varying modal frequency. to 
have a "economic-size" of Hankel matrix, Fig. 5 shows the identified modal frequency of 
structure from both Evnet-5 (after Ch-Chi earthquake) and Event-32 (after retrofit) data. It is 
observed that during the strong motion the fundamental frequency decreased dramatically for 
both events. For Event-32 the identified modal frequency can return to its initial situation, 
while for case of Event-5 it is not  (because of damage). The result of identification from 
either using 4SID system identification or RSI-DATA algorithm shows no difference if the 
window length and the shifting window remains the same. The 4SID algorithm will provide a 
faster computation time to extract the system modal parameters because of the small value of 
i (number of block row) is selected.  
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                                                Event-5                                                                             Event-32 

 
Fig. 5: Identified time-varying modal frequency of Event-5 and Evnet-32 using 4SID-based algorithm. 

                            (a) Event-5 (1999-9-21)                                                     (b) Event-32 (2010-11-21) 

 
Fig. 6: Plot of adjustable time window using slope of AIF. the identified time-varying 

modal frequencies and mode shapes is also shown. 

Adjustable moving window with offline subspace identification (Adjustable MW-SI)        
Instead of using recursive identification algorithm, moving window technique together with 
the offline SI-DATA method is used. Instead of using constant time steps of moving window, 
an adjustable time window is applied. To select the adjustable window length in this method, 
the slope of Arias intensity function (SAIF) of the roof response is calculated. Then, the time 
at which the extreme low value of SAIF is identified which will be used as a separation point 
to separate the window length for offline subspace identification. Data-driven subspace 
identification (SI-DATA) will be applied to each time window to identify the modal 
frequencies. To conduct the SI-DATA identification, due to the small window length, a pre-
select constant time window is used (for example: 15 sec). This selected time window may 
longer than the adjustable time window. Therefore, fading memory on the past data need to 
be considered as to catch the true dynamic characteristics of the system in that adjustable 
time window. Fig. 6 shows an example of this approach using Event-5 data (Chi-Chi 
earthquake) and Event-32. A total of five windows is selected for identification. the change 
of modal frequencies during the strong motion excitation is obvious. The time window for 
this analysis is not fix which is different from recursive SI-DATA or recursive 4SID 
algorithm. For each time window an equivalent linear system is assumed (using linear state-
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space model), therefore, the variation of the identified modal frequencies are more stable as 
compare to the recursive identification. It is important to pointed out that in some window 
higher modes cannot be identified. 
     Identification using Recursive Multivariate ARX model          In order to confirm the 
identified mode shapes from the subspace identification, a more reliable but more time 
consuming method is used. In the case of multiple input-single output (MISO) relationship 
the multivariate version of ARX model can be applied. Consider the equation error model 
structure based on linear filtering and least-square estimation is introduced to identify the 
seismic response of structure. The ARX model can be expressed in the following form 
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)( 1qbij are polynomials in the delay operator 1q  with  j denotes the j-th component of inputs 

and ujn denotes its corresponding order. Since the model is parameterized as a modal 

structure, using a parameter vector θ̂ to compute the one-step-ahead prediction, which gives: 
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Once the parameters were identified the system frequency response function between input 
)(tui  and output )(ty  is obtained from )(/)( 11  qAqBi . Recursive analysis using leart square 

can also be applied for on-line identification. Oder selection on ARX model will be a critical 
parameter in using this model.  

    In order to identify some specific modes from the response data, a suitable arrangement on 
the output response measurement is considered (i.e. consider longitudinal, transverse and 
torsion motion of the roof as output individually). The identified modal frequencies from a 
set of output are identified using recursive MISO-ARX model. Fig. 7a shows only one modal 
frerquency (~2.224 Hz) in longitudinal direction (using longitudinal response of roof as 
output) can be identified.  Fig. 7b shows two modal frequencies (using the average transverse 
response of roof as output), one is the bending mode and the other one is the transverse mode 
together with torsion mode. Fig. 7c shows the two identified modes (using roof torsion 
response), both longitudinal and tranvserve modes. Comparison between the identified modal 
frequencies using MISO-ARX model with the results from using SI-DATA is disucussed.  
Fig. 8 plots the three identified modes using SI-DATA algorithm which confirms the results 
show in Fig. 7 by using MISO ARX model. The 1st fundamental mode (2.22 Hz) is the 
combination of longitudinal and torsion modes, the 2nd mode (3.35 Hz) is the combination of 
transverse and torsion modes, and the 3rd mode (4.85 Hz) is the bending mode. Due to 
significant coupling on transverse and torsion motion, different selection of output data for 
identification using ARX model will have different visualization of  modal frequencies .   
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                           (a)                                                              (b)                                                          (c)                                 

  
     Fig. 7: Identified time-varying modal frequencies and mode shapes from Event-5 data using MISO-ARX    
                    model (using longitudinal motion, transverse motion and torsion of roof response as output). 

 

         
Fig. 8: Identified three fundamental modes from Event-5 data. 

4    DISCUSSION ON THE RESULTS OF IDENTIFICTION 

 First, application of recursive 4SID-based identification method to the six large seismic 
event data recorded by the building is investigated to examine the time-varying fundamental 
frequency of the Building. As shown in Fig. 9a, the decay of fundamental modal frequency 
was obvious for events right after Chi-Chi earthquake (Event-5, -7, -9 and -9), particularly 
during the strong motion duration. The identified time-varying modal frequency for the first 
four events are quite similar because of the earthquake occurrence back to back (aftershock 
of Chi-Chi earthquake). On the contrary, even with the same peak response amplification 
factor (between basement and roof) for Event-16 and Event-32, the increase of modal 
frequency for Event-32 is due to the effect of retrofitting after year of 2010. The dominant 
frequency of the retrofitted structure is higher than before.  Fig. 9b also shows the identified 
modal frequencies from smaller seismic event (i.e. Event-4, -6, -13 and -33). From the  
        
                          Event-5(1999/9/20)               Event-7(1999/9/22)               Event-8(1999/9/25)              Event-9(1999/11/01)        Event-16(2009/12/19)      Event-32(2010/11/21)               
                                     Amp=3.89                           Amp=7.22                            Amp=9.73                              Amp=4.2                         Amp=2.34                         Amp=2.87                        

 
Fig. 9a: Comparison on the identified time-varying fundamental frequency of six seismic events 

during its service life using 4SID-based ID. 

Longitudinal direction Torsion motion Transverse direction 

(a) "Longitudinal + Torsion" mode 
                    ~ 2.22 Hz 
 

(b) "Transverse + Torsion" mode 
                  ~ 3.35 Hz 

(c) "Bending" mode 
         ~ 4.85 Hz Hz 

"Longitudinal + Torsion" mode "Longitudinal  + Torsion" mode 

"Transverse + Torsion" mode 

"Bending" mode 

"Transverse + Torsion" mode 
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Fig. 9b:  Comparison on the identified time-varying fundamental frequency of four small seismic events. 

 
Event-4 (1999-9-21) 

Mode 1 (2.57 Hz)                Mode 2 (3.5 Hz)             Mode 3 (3.7 Hz)                Mode 4 (4.7 Hz)                Mode 5 (7.7 Hz)                           

         
Event-31(2010-102) 

Mode 1 (2.95 Hz)                   Mode 2 (3.5 Hz)                       Mode 3 (3.9 Hz)                        Mode 4 (8.0 Hz)                                

               
Fig. 10: Identified mode shapes from Event-4 (original structure) and Event-31 (after retrofit). 

 

identified time-varying modal frequencies of small seismic event, the time-variation of modal 
frequencies are not so significant as compare to the results from big seismic event. Besides, 
higher modal frequencies can be identified from small seismic event. the identified mode 
shapes, as shown in Fig.10, it is observed that for Event-31 (after retrofit) the 2nd mode of 
transverse direction (i.e. 4.7 Hz) cannot be identified. It is the effect that the retrofitting was 
conducted to strengthen in both longitudinal and transverse of the original structure.      
     Second, comparison among the proposed four recursive identification methods on the 
identification of building seismic response was also presented, i.e. adjustable moving 
window+RSI-DATA, RSI-DATA using Given rotation for LQ-decomposition, and 4SID 
method works by the direct recursion of L-factors of the LQ-factorization with constant data 
size to update and down date a couple of input and output data.  If the length of moving 
window and the shifting length remain the same, then both 4SID and RSI-DATA can have 
almost the same analysis result on the identification of fundamental mode no matter the row 
number in Hankel matrix be selected. Since the 'economic-size' of Hankel matrix is used in 
4SID, therefore, the computation time for identification using 4SID is faster than RS-DATA. 
Comparison between 4SID with adjustable moving window SI-DATA is also presented. Fig. 
11 shows the comparison of these two methods on the identified fundamental modal 
frequency from the selected six significant earthquake data recorded from the structure. 
during the strong motion time window, both methods can reach the same result, but the 
difference on the result of identification is on the pre-event data as well as the coda wave.  
 

Event-6 (1999-9-20)           Event-4 (1996-9-5)             Event-13 (2006-12-26)       Event-31 (2010-10-2)         
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                 Event-5(1999/9/20)         Event-7(1999/9/22)         Event-8(1999/9/25)        Event-9(1999/11/01)     Event-16(2009/12/19)    Event-32(2010/11/21)               

 
 

Fig. 11: Comparison on the identified time-varying modal frequencies using  
the adjustable moving window SI-DATA algorithm and on-line SI-DATA algorithm.  

This difference is coming from the window length for the identification using subspace 
identification is different between these two methods. For example, in the case of Event-5, 
the first window length for adjustable SI-DATA algorithm is from 0.0 sec to 46.0 sec 
(including some strong motion part during 30.0 sec and 46.0 sec), while for the RSI-DATA 
the window length is keep with 12.0 sec. With the shift window of 0.5 sec the identified 
system natural frequency begin the decrease with the increasing response amplitude. similar 
phenomenon can be observed in the analysis of coda wave. 

5    CONCLUSIONS 

      Based on a series of seismic response data from a school building, different system 
identification algorithms are proposed and applied to identify the time-varying modal 
frequencies of the system. through the analysis the following conclusions are made: 
1. Using adjustable moving window subspace identification some of the selected time 
window could be very short which may induce difficulty to onstruct the data Hankel matrix. 
Therefore, to ensure the enough window length a long data together with forgetting factor 
should be used. As shown in Fig. 12 the extra "k" data points are added and also use 
forgetting factor to ensure a length of "n" point data for analysis.  

                                                    
 

2. Selection the size of data Hankel matrix for RSI needs to be carefully examined. The 
number of row in Hankel matrix needs to be with minimum of  ilm )(2   and the data length 
is )(22 lmii   to ensuure a square data Hankel matrix or "economic-size" matrix (m is the 
number of input and l is the number of measurement and "i " is the row number).  Generally, 
the row number "i " is selected as the sampling rate divided by two times of fundamental 
frequency. 

3. For the pre-event data, because of the low signal to noise ratio and the limited data length 
to conduct the recursive SI, it is recommend that the offline subspace identification needs to 

        
 
 
 
 
 
                         Fig.12: concept for using forgetting factor for a specific time window.  
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be applied to the pre-event data for identification. As for the adjustable moving window, 
offline SI-DATA algorithm is used for each window. To compensate the defect of short time 
window so as to have an acuurate estimation, a long time window length is used. On the 
contray, to catch the dynamic characteristics from such a short time window,fadding memory 
needs to be added on the previous data in order to have data Hankel matrix with column 
numver larger than row number.  
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